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a b s t r a c t
Expanded polypropylene foams (EPP) can be used to absorb shock energy. The performance of these
foams has to be studied as a function of several parameters such as density, microstructure and also the
strain rate imposed during dynamic loading. The compressive stress–strain behaviour of these foams has
been investigated over a wide range of engineering strain rates from 0.01 to 1500 s1 in order to
demonstrate the effects of foam density and strain rate on the initial collapse stress and the hardening
modulus in the post-yield plateau region. A flywheel apparatus has been used for intermediate strain
rates of about 200 s1 and higher strain rate compression tests were performed using a viscoelastic Split
Hopkinson Pressure Bar apparatus (SHPB), with nylon bars, at strain rates around 1500 s1 EPP foams of
various densities from 34 to 150 kgm3 were considered and microstructural aspects were examined
using two particular foams. Finally, in order to assess the contribution of the gas trapped in the closed
cells of the foams, compression tests in a fluid chamber at quasi-static and dynamic loading velocities
were performed.
1. Introduction
Cellular materials such as expanded polypropylene foams (EPP)
are often used in large protective applications and passive safety for
packaging (electronic components, aeronautical structures, food,
etc.) or personal safety (helmets, knee-pads, etc.). They are also
often used as core material for sandwich composite structures used
in aircraft, naval, or automotive industries due to their lightness and
their great capacity to absorb energy. For instance, the automotive
industry uses these materials more and more as new technological
solutions as structures or components for crash-box system energy
absorbers, side door panel impact protections or seating systems to
prevent submarining. In such applications the foams which are
used are often designed to absorb the maximum energy and are
generally subjected to severe loadings involving strain rates. For
instance for the everyday use of an automotive crash-box, the foam
used in this structure is stressed under quasi-static loadings but in
case of pedestrian shocks or impacts the foam is subjected to dy-
namic compression and has to absorb the maximum energy to
satisfy automotive regulations. Considering a foam crash-box with
a thickness of 60 mm and an impact velocity of 40 kmh1 the strain
rate imposed on the foam rapidly reaches 200 s1. In case of
passenger safety, the foams used in side door panel impact pro-
tections could undergo high strain rates up to 1500 s1 during
lateral collisions at only 90 kmh1. Such strain rates are not
maintained during the crash. From the engineering point of view
the velocity of the deformation must be taken into consideration.
Therefore in order to optimize the design of these structures, the
behaviour of which strongly depends on the foam being used, it is
necessary to observe and understand the response of these mate-
rials under actual conditions of use. Then dynamic character-
isations at high and medium strain rates [1] have to be investigated
in experiments to provide reliable and realistic behaviour laws for
FEM codes.
Quasi-static to dynamic loadings are then worked out to study
the strain rate effect on the foam response using a conventional
testing machine for quasi-static tests at the strain rate of 0.01 and
1 s1, an original compression device based on a rotating flywheel
[2] for tests at intermediate strain rates (w200 s1) and a Split
Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) for dynamic tests (w1500 s1).
Initially developed by Kolsky [3] to characterise metallic materials
[4–6], this device also makes it possible to characterise other ma-
terials such as ceramics [7], concrete [8], rocks [9], composites [10]
andmore recentlymetallic cellular materials such as honeycomb or
aluminium foam [11,12]. Nevertheless to characterise more com-
pliant materials such as polymeric foams [13–15] or polymers [16]
this apparatus has to be adapted because the impedance mismatch
between polymeric cellular materials and ordinary metallic bars is
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too large. The latter have thus been replaced by viscoelastic bars
(nylon bars) in order to optimize the matching between the spec-
imen and the bars [17–19].
The foam density is also investigated over a large range of
densities from 34 to 150 kgm3 as well as the influence of the foam
microstructure on its behaviour, by comparing the response of two
foams of different microstructures. Further investigations are also
carried out to highlight the effect of the entrapped gas in the closed
cells during quasi-static and dynamic loadings using a fluid
chamber.
2. Experimental procedure
2.1. Material and specimens
The mechanical properties of these types of industrial cellular
materials are well known under quasi-static compression [20] and
also under large strain [21]. The mechanical behaviour of these
foams at quasi-static compression is characterised by three phases
(Fig. 1): (i) a linear elastic behaviour, (ii) a plateau stress, and (iii)
a final stage, which consists of foam densification.
This particular stress–strain response to large compression is
mainly related to the foam microstructure (Fig. 2) which is an ag-
gregate of micro-closed cells delimited by bead walls. During the
stress plateau phase the foam can undergo large compressive
strains and absorb a considerable amount of specific energy [22].
The cell edges collapse by elastic or plastic buckling, while the faces
of these closed cells bend and the bead walls mainly collapse by
buckling. During dynamic compression tests, the degree of strength
enhancement depends on the strain rate [14] but also on the
complex microstructure of the foam and the entrapped gas in the
closed cells [23,24].
This particular microstructure of the expanded polypropylene
foams is due to their manufacturing processes. The first step of this
process consists in the pre-expansion of small polypropylene
granulates into low density polypropylene beads of 3050 kgm3.
These expanded plastic bead foams are injected into a custom
designed steam chest mold, where individual beads are fused to-
gether under steam heat and pressure. The gas generates the ex-
pansion of these beads measuring only a few millimeters which
agglomerate together to form the structure of the foam.
Themicrostructure of these foams varies considerably according
to their density. An example of these different microstructures is
easily observable in Fig. 3, which represents SEM observations of
bead agglomerations and micro-closed cells for three different
densities (34, 76 and 110 kgm3). In order to quantify these foam
microstructures, square samples of 8 mm to a side have been ran-
domly picked up from the foam blocks (Fig. 5) in the three space
directions and SEM analysis gave an estimation of mean cell
dimensions.
The size of these beads and cells (apparent section size) varies
according to the cross section but the high sampling evaluation
on more than 400 measured cells for each density makes it
possible to determine a mean cell dimension: Fig. 4 sums up
these measurements.
Large differences are noticeable between the smallest density of
34 kgm3 and the other foam densities (76 and 110 kgm3). In-
deed on the less dense foam, 65% of the cell surfaces measure less
than 0.02 mm2 whereas for the other two densities nearly 45% of
the cell surfaces measure less than 0.1 mm2. The same conclusions
can be made with regards to the mean edge lengths of the cells
(Fig. 4d). It could also be noticed that the standard deviation of the
cell edge length distribution is larger for foams of 76 and
110 kgm3 than for the lowest one.
From these measurements a reasonable specimen volume of
23 23 23 mm has been chosen. Specimens are extracted from
the middle of large EPP foam blocks of 750 500 200 mmwhich
ensures the homogeneous density of the specimens by avoiding
high density gradients near the outer surfaces of the foam blocksFig. 1. Typical quasi-static stress–strain response of a foam.
Nomenclature
A cross-sectional area of the bar
c(u) phase velocity
D bar diameter
d distance between the strain gage location and the non-
impacted end
E Young’s modulus
E* complex Young’s modulus
Epl plateau stress modulus
e true strain
F normal force
~f ðx;uÞ Fourier transform of function f(x,t) at cross-section x
f frequency
k wave number
l0 initial specimen length
~NðuÞ Fourier transform of the strain at x¼ 0 due to the
incident wave
~PðuÞ Fourier transform of the strain at x¼ 0 due to the
reflected wave
S cross-sectional area of the specimen
S0 initial cross-sectional area of the specimen
u axial displacement
v axial particle velocity
Z mechanical impedance
Greek letters
a(u) attenuation coefficient
g(u) propagation coefficient
3 conventional strain
_3 engineering stain rate in the specimen
l wavelength
r specimen mass density
s normal stress
spl collapse stress
4 volume fraction of cell edges in a unit volume
u angular frequency
Fig. 2. Diagram and photograph of the EPP foam structure, beads and closed cells.
Fig. 3. SEM micrographs of the EPP foam microstructure (bead walls in dotted lines): (a) 34 kgm3, (b) 76 kgm3, and (c) 110 kgm3.
(Fig. 5). As seen in the diagram of the variation of the density in the
block foam, the density of specimens extracted from the middle of
the block does not show significant variations.
For such a volume the specimens are statistically made of more
than 1500 beads and even more closed cells, which is sufficient to
consider this volume as an elementary representative volume [25].
For Hopkinson bar tests, cylindrical specimens of 38 mm in di-
ameter and 10 mm height are used: the choice of these volume
specimens will be discussed in Section 2.4. According to these ob-
servations, it could also be assumed that the random organisation
of beads and cells in a tangle of the foam structure does not present
any particular orientation at meso (beads) or microscopic (cells)
scales. The hypothesis of an isotropic foam behaviour has been
considered and checked through preliminary compressions tests
[26].
Six foam densities are then carefully computed after weight and
volume measurements and their values are 342; 512; 762; 873;
1104; and 1504 kgm3. They have been tested in quasi-static and
dynamic loadings and over a large range of strain rates.
2.2. Quasi-static experiments
Quasi-static compression tests were performed using an elec-
tromechanical device. In order to identify the mechanical behav-
iour of foams of each density, five compression tests were carried
out at engineering strain rates of 0.01 and 1 s1. The engineering
stress s¼ F/S0 and true strain e¼ ln (1þDl/l0) have been chosen to
represent the foam behaviour for two principal reasons: concern-
ing the stress for this material, the variation of the section is not
perceptible (the Poisson ratio is close to zero) therefore the real
stress s¼ F/S is close to F/S0; secondly, since the foam undergoes
a large range of deformation, the strain definition of e¼ ln (1þDl/
l0) is more appropriate. Whatever the relevance of this true strain,
we have nevertheless considered the time derivative of the engi-
neering strain 3¼Dl/l0 for measuring the strain rate. Strictly
speaking, it is not an objective parameter, but it is not possible to
continuously adjust the cross-head speed in order to control the
true strain rate. Indeed such an engineering strain rate remains
a suitable experimental parameter. The same prevails for dynamic
Fig. 4. Measurement of average cell dimensions: (a) cell surface r¼ 34 kgm3, (b) cell surface r¼ 76 kgm3, (c) cell surface r¼ 110 kgm3, and (d) cell edge lengths.
Fig. 5. Foam block, cubic and cylindrical specimens.
experiments with the flywheel and the SHPB technique. Using this
convention, the compression responses of these different foams are
shown in Fig. 6. To simplify the figure, only one response of each
foam density for a strain rate of 0.01 s1 is plotted and further
analysis of all results will be taken into account and presented in
Section 3. These quasi-static compression results are representative
of the expected classical cellular material behaviour. All tested
foams demonstrate an elastic and plateau stress phase which in-
crease in function of the foam density.
2.3. Intermediate strain rate compression
The flywheel is an original device (Fig. 7) which makes it pos-
sible to dynamically load specimens at intermediate strain rates
(from 50 to 800 s1). Again we adopt the same definition for the
strain rate: _3 ¼ d=dtðDl=l0Þ. This device, due to its high moment of
inertia (77 kgm2), allows the compression of specimens under
constant velocity, since the specimen does not absorb enough en-
ergy to slow the wheel down as for EPP foams. A heavy metallic
wheel of 617 kg is run and its rotation velocity is accurately con-
trolled by an asynchronous motor. The hammer which is carried by
a wheel measuring 1 m in diameter makes it possible to load the
specimen in tension or compression according to the associated
apparatus being used (on the left side of the wheel) [27].
To carry out compression tests when the desired rotation ve-
locity of the wheel is reached, a pneumatic jack pushes the anvil
alongside the wheel which is grabbed by the hammer. Due to the
impact lever – which is linked to the apparatus framework through
a pivot joint – causes the compression loading. Once the specimen
is totally crushed or the compressive force reaches a threshold
value, a fuse beam buckles and stops further specimen
compression. The compressive stress is measured by a piezo-elec-
tric force sensor and the compression punch displacement is de-
termined by a dynamic laser sensor (Keyence LC 2100) [2].
Preliminary tests have made it possible to check and validate the
displacement measurements using a dynamical optical extensom-
eter ZIMMER 200X S/N 201.
As for quasi-static tests the same stress–strain convention is
used to obtain the foam compressive behaviour (on this device) at
medium strain rates. Fig. 8 shows one of the five tests for each
density. These test results are obtained directly from raw signals
(without filtering) given by the piezo-electric force sensor and laser
displacement sensor and thus they present low disturbances. These
disturbances have been investigated and reveal that they are not
linked to the foam response. An analysis of the transfer function of
the compression device show that these perturbations are linked to
the eigenmode of w3and w6 kHz detected on the stress–strain
foam response. As these perturbations do not prevent the identi-
fication of the plateau stress modulus in the post-yield plateau
region, it has been decided not to filter these signals. These dy-
namic compression experiments show a constitutive behaviour,
which is very similar to the quasi-static stress–strain curves, except
for the stress levels which are higher.
2.4. Dynamic experiments
To carry out compression tests with Hopkinson bars, the test
specimen has to be placed between two slender bars. A projectile
strikes the free face of the input bar and the stress wave generated
by the impact allows the loading of the specimen at high velocities
(Fig. 9).
The behaviour of the specimen is then computed using the
strain history generated by the stress waves in the input and output
Fig. 6. Quasi-static compressive stress–strain curves of EPP foams at about 0.01 s1.
Fig. 7. Compression device of the flywheel.
Fig. 8. Intermediate compressive stress–strain curves for EPP foams at about 200 s1.
bars. If the tested material is too compliant such as in the case of
polymeric foams, the accuracy of the measurement suffers from
limitations on the maximum achievable strain in the output bar
and the high noise to signal ratio even with semi-conductor gages.
Acoustic impedance of usual metallic bars is too high for proper
identification of the behaviour of the soft cellular materials.
Therefore, these ordinary bars must be adapted using hollow bars
or ones of lower impedance [17,28,19,16]. Acoustic impedance Z of
different materials are comparedwith an EPP foam of 150 kgm3 in
Table 1.
A better match of the acoustic impedance between the bars and
the specimens can be reached with Nylon PA6 which ensures the
best measurement of signal gage accuracy. Amongst other choices,
nylon bars are chosen due to their higher yield stress in comparison
to PMMA, thus allowing a higher maximum stress level in the bars.
However, such soft viscoelastic bars imply an acoustic dispersion of
wave propagation [29,28] as a function of frequency. Accurate
knowledge of this phenomenon or the use of velocity gages fixed on
the bar-specimen interfaces (which is not investigated here
[30,31]), is essential to achieve more accurate numerical processing
of these waves from the strain gage measurements to the speci-
men/bar interfaces. An analytical three-dimensional solution of the
longitudinal wave propagation in SHPB [32] can be calculated.
However, this method is not direct due to the necessity of assuming
a general form of the constitutive relationship of the bar’s material
(for instance the complex Young modulus and the complex Pois-
son’s ratio in the frame of linear viscoelasticity [33]). Therefore, in
order to take into account the effects of dispersion and attenuation
(acoustic and geometric) an original method proposed by Bacon
[34,35] is used. Based on the general quadrupole approach (i.e. the
use of a 2 2 matrix transfer function linking – in our case – two
state vectors such as <velocity/force> and <incident wave/reflec-
ted wave> according to Eq. (2); see also Appendix) this method
consists in measuring experimentally the propagation coefficient
g(u) of each bar (Eq. (1)) as a function of the wave attenuation a(u)
and wave phase velocity c(u) with the angular frequency u¼ 2pf.
gðuÞ ¼ aðuÞ þ i u
cðuÞ (1)
One-dimensional viscoelastic analysis in the Fourier domain of
the propagation of the measured incident ~P and reflected ~N waves
in the bars leads to the Eq. (2). These equations make it possible to
determine the particle velocity ~n and force ~F at any cross section x of
the bar according to the propagation coefficient g.
8<
:
~nðx;uÞ ¼ iug
h
~PðuÞegx þ ~NðuÞeþgx
i
~Fðx;uÞ ¼ Aru
2
g2
h
~PðuÞegx þ ~NðuÞeþgx
i (2)
Details of this analysis are presented in Appendix.
2.4.1. Determination of the propagation coefficient, experimental
set-up
To evaluate the propagation coefficient at the highest signal
frequency, the stress wave must be as short as possible. Therefore
a spherical steel bullet of 10 mm in diameter was used as a pro-
jectile. The bars of 40 mm in diameter (denoted D) are made of
Nylon PA6 with a density of 1140 kgm3 and the first axial fre-
quency is around 50 Hz. The transient wave propagation theory is
then valid. The position of the first strain gage bridge is 1604 mm
from the specimen on the 3106 mm long input bar. The second
strain gage bridge is 540 mm from the specimen on the 3103 mm
long output bar.
The strain gage voltage signal was measured at 200 kHz on the
input bar (Fig. 10). The experimental results of the attenuation
coefficient and phase velocity were plotted in Fig. 11 versus fre-
quency. It can be noticed that the attenuation coefficient increases
as the frequency increases. The phase velocity is close to the phase
velocity in the case of one-dimensional elastic wave propagation
ðc ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiE=rp ¼ 1700 ms1Þ for low frequencies (<8 kHz). The ce-
lerity of high frequency waves then decreases as a consequence of
the geometric effects. Indeed when the wavelength l gets the same
order of magnitude like the lateral dimension of the bar, radial
inertia effects are more significant. For instance, at 0.4 kHz, the
wavelength is about 400 mm, which is 10 times the bar diameter D
value (40 mm). On the other hand at 13 kHz, the wavelength is
about 120 mm, which is no longer consistent with the one-
dimensional approach: l=Dw3 10. In this case the Chree–
Pochhammer oscillations become significant [36,37].
2.4.2. Specimens and experimental assumptions
In order to do SHPB tests in good conditions it must be assumed
that specimens are under stress equilibrium during the whole test
[38,39]. This equilibrium is reached after an initial ringing-up pe-
riod which has to be as short as possible: this period is dependant
on the wave velocity within the specimen. Consequently, the stiffer
the specimen, the shorter this period. Many researchers agree that
this stress state equilibrium requires at least three or four wave
reverberations in the specimen [40] and often do not rely on the
early measurement which often invalidates the elastic modulus
measurement [31,41]. However, Zhao and Gary [5] have shown that
it is possible to determine the behaviour of non-metallic materials
such as polymers in the range of small strains taking into account
the propagation in the specimen. Of course this method is only
Fig. 9. A schematic of the Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar.
Table 1
Comparison of impedance materials with EPP foam
E (MPa) r (kgm3) Z¼ rc (kg s1m2)
Steel 18–10 203,000 7900 4 107
Aluminium AU4 G 75,000 2800 1.4 107
Magnesium 46,000 1740 8.9 106
Plexiglas PMMA 2900 1800 2.2 106
Nylon PA6 3300 1140 1.9 106
EPP foam 27 150 6.3 104
Fig. 10. Strain gage voltage signal generated by the spherical bullet impact.
consistent when the behaviour of the specimen is homogeneous; in
the case of local instabilities crushing or shear bending, it fails. One
solution thus consists in reducing the thickness of the specimen
which restricts the propagation time. Hence the specimen height
cannot be as high as that of quasi-static or intermediate tests. Zhao
[42] has shown that the effect of the specimen height on the ma-
terial behaviour is mainly due to its radial inertia and friction
considerations (three-dimensional effects).
In our case, specimen height could have been shortened since
Poisson’s ratio of the foam is close to zero and frictional effects are
limited by using lubricants at the bar/specimen interfaces. Finally,
a height of 10 mm was chosen in order to validate SHPB assump-
tions and to be high enough according to the bead dimensions and
the damage mechanisms. SHPB of 40 mm in diameter was then
assembled in order to guarantee the same elementary represen-
tative volume of cubic specimens as designed for quasi-static tests.
The 38 mm diameter of the SHPB specimens makes it possible to
obtain an elementary representative volume less than 5% lower
than those of cubic specimens (Fig. 5). They also make it possible to
still assume this volume as representative since the foam failure
mode which appears during dynamic tests is very localised in
bands perpendicular to the loading [2], such as the progressive
collapse in metal foams [43]. When all are said and done, this
specimen geometry makes for a satisfactory compromise even
when considering the loading characteristics of the sample.
Examples of stress waves monitored during SHPB tests for the
two extreme densities (150 and 34 kgm3) are shown in Fig. 12 as
a function of time. Force histories at the front and back faces of the
foam specimens are then derived using the one-dimensional
Fig. 11. Experimental attenuation coefficient (a) and phase velocity (b) for Nylon PA6
bar.
Fig. 12. Stress waves monitored during SHPB tests on a foam of: (a) 150 kgm3, and
(b) 34 kgm3.
Fig. 13. Force history at the front and back faces of the foam specimen during SHPB
tests: (a) 150 kgm3, and (b) 34 kgm3.
Fig. 14. Dynamic compressive stress–strain curves for EPP foams at about 1500 s1.
viscoelastic analysis (Fig. 13). The different compression stages
clearly appear, which means that the output force signals are reli-
able to some extent which have to be assessed: in the case of the
high density (150 kgm3), the equilibrium criterion is satisfied
overall (because of the wave velocity), whereas in the case of low
density foam (34 kgm3) there is a transient period of about
0.15 ms. Therefore the plateau stress values are evaluated above
10% of strain corresponding to 0.15 ms since the engineering strain
rate is then 1500 s1. Similar situations occur for densities below
78 kgm3 so that the so-called collapse stress in the SHPB tests can
be evaluated just for densities above 78 kgm3. Moreover it has to
be noticed, looking at the reflected waves, that engineering strain
rates _3 ¼ d=dtðDl=l0Þ are approximately constant.
Consequently the foam behaviour will be represented by a ‘‘one-
wave’’ analysis [15] considering as usual that specimen stress is
directly proportional to the transmitted wave.
Then, as the specimen and bar dimensions have been chosen in
order to satisfy at best these assumptions, SHPB tests could have
been performed in the best conditions. In order to limit dispersion
due to dynamic measurements and accurately present the high
strain rate foam behaviour, tests on foams of each density foam
were repeated 10 times. Typical stress–strain curves representing
each foam density are plotted in Fig. 14.
The foam behaviour at high strain rates close to _3 ¼ 1500 s1,
shows the same typical cellular material behaviour as those
obtained at quasi-static or intermediate loading velocities. How-
ever, as the strain rate increases, both collapse and plateau stress
increase which highlights the strain rate sensitivity on the foam
compression response. The plateau region is nearly horizontal for
low density foams (34 and 51 kgm3), increases as density in-
creases and shows a high slope for the highest density
(150 kgm3).
3. Analysis of results
To assess the contribution of the foam density and the strain
rate, parameters of collapse stress spl and plateau stress modulus
Epl are identified from the experimental results. The plateau stress
modulus is identified as the slope of the quasi-plateau region of the
stress–strain foam behaviour (from e¼ 0.1 to e¼ 0.5). The in-
tersection of the tangents of this plateau stress region and the
elastic region was used to determine the collapse stress. In order to
accurately identify these parameters on the more than 150 speci-
mens tested, an optimization loop was driven by the optimization
package of ZeBuloN software [44].
3.1. Effect of foam density
To represent the density effect on the foam behaviour, each test
carried out at quasi-static loading at strain rates of 0.01 s1 and
dynamic tests at strain rates of 200 and 1500 s1 allow us to
compute mean values associated with their standard deviations for
each density.
The collapse stress spl variation as a function of the foam density
is plotted in Fig. 15 for each loading velocity. The variation of this
parameter seems to be linear for low densities from 34 up to
76 kgm3, whether under quasi-static or dynamic loadings. How-
ever, for high densities above 87 kgm3 at dynamic loadings (fly-
wheel and SHPB tests) the foam behaviour changes. The variation of
the collapse stress is less significant for higher densities.
Concerning the variation of the plateau stress modulus Epl
plotted in Fig. 16, its variation seems to be affected more noticeably
for high densities (150 kgm3) than for lowdensities. This variation
rises exponentially with density as for quasi-static, intermediate or
dynamic loadings.
Experimental results can be comparedwith the analytical model
for closed cell foams proposed by Gibson and Ashby. The Gibson
and Ashby law is a micro-mechanical model which considers the
deformation mechanisms of the micro-cell structure under loading
[20]. The following equation relates to the collapse stress evolution
as a function of the relative density:
spl
s*pl
z0:3

f
r
r*
3=2
þ0:4ð1 fÞ

r
r*

(3)
where spl is the collapse stress of the foam, spl* the collapse stress
of the solid material, 4 the volume fraction of cell edges in a unit
volume and ð1 fÞ the remaining fraction of the solid contained in
the cell faces, r the density of the foam and r* the density of the
solid material. The values of the collapse stress spl* and the density
Fig. 15. Variation of collapse stress as a function of foam density.
Fig. 16. Variation of plateau stress modulus as a function of foam density.
Fig. 17. Relative collapse stress versus relative density for quasi-static, intermediate
and dynamic loadings.
r* of the solid material are given by literature to be 48 MPa and
910 kgm3, respectively [20]. The first term of this Eq. (3) denotes
the plastic buckling and bending of the cell edges, and the linear
term the compression and stretching of the cell faces. The variation
of the collapse stress of the present foams is shown in Fig. 17 as
a function of relative density for quasi-static, intermediate and
dynamic loadings.
From Eq. (3), the upper and lower limits of the relative collapse
stress can be drawn in this Fig. 17 by changing 4. The data of quasi-
static tests lie close to fz1: this suggests that cells deform pri-
marily through the bending of the cell edges. A reason for this
would be that the cell faces may have ruptured before plastic col-
lapse of the cell edges. According to Gibson and Ashby, the con-
tribution of the cell faces is comparatively small and negligible as
they are often damaged before the cell edges. The relative collapse
stress at high strain rate exhibits a higher value than that at low
strain rate especially for high relative density ðr=r* > 0:1Þ and
comes closer to the line of 4¼ 0. This apparent increase in the strain
rate sensitivity suggests that contribution of the cell faces to the
foam enhancement becomes more important when cell faces are
thicker: not because of their own deformation mechanisms but
especially because of inertia effects and that they allow gas to be
trapped in the cells. Indeed, even for these high relative densities
ðr=r* > 0:1Þ quasi-static data lie close to fz1. Further in-
vestigations are under way to clarify the gas pressure effect such as
the first one in Section 3.4 and the evolution of the relative plateau
stress modulus versus relative density.
3.2. Effect of strain rate
Quasi-static and dynamic tests are plotted in Figs. 18 and 19. It
can be noticed on Fig. 18 (representing the variation the collapse
stress spl as a function of the logarithm of strain rate), that foam
behaviour shows an increase of strength when the strain rate in-
creases. According to the foam density, one can note that this var-
iation is not the same. A slight rise of strength could be observed for
low density foams (34, 51 and 76 kgm3) whereas denser foams
seem to be more influenced. The results present two distinct vari-
ation regimes according to strain rate. A quasi linear response be-
tween the logarithm of strain rate and collapse stress up to 200 s1
for each foam density matches experimental results. This slope
increases with foam density, and then collapse stress exhibits
a significant increase in rate sensitivity. In our study we have not
investigated the accurate value of the threshold strain rate.
The same conclusions can be made for the plateau stress mod-
ulus Epl as for collapse stress spl variation. But it seems that the
strain rate effect reduces for all density foams except for the most
dense one. This figure also reveals that the high density effect on
the foam behaviour as in Fig. 16, is less pronounced for low density
foams (from 34 to 87 kgm3).
This foam strain rate sensitivity on the collapse stress and the
plateau stress modulus could be linked to the viscoelastic behav-
iour of the solid polypropylene of the cell and bead walls to its
microstructure and the entrapped gas in the closed-cells.
3.3. Effect of microstructure
From these macroscopic observations the deformation field can
be considered closely linked to the foam microstructure at least in
terms of cell size. Therefore two EPP foams with equal density of
90 kgm3 but with different microstructures are investigated.
Stress–strain curves from these two EPP foammicrostructures (EPP
foam A and B) are shown in Fig. 20 for quasi-static, intermediate
and dynamic loadings. The EPP foam A corresponds to the in-
dustrial foam tested in the first part of this article and the EPP foam
B corresponds to another industrial foam which presents the same
particular double scale (beads and closed cells) but with smaller
cell sizes (Fig. 21). Careful observations and analysis carried out
using the samemethod as for the EPP foam A reveal that 60% of EPP
foam B cells are about 10 times smaller.
Both foams have the same stress–strain behaviour: an elastic
followed by a plateau stress stage. However, some differences can
be noticed. At quasi-static loading the EPP foam B shows a collapse
stress twice as high as compared to EPP foam A. Concerning dy-
namic results the EPP foam B does not show a post collapse soft-
ening transition but a larger increase in the plateau stress modulus
could be noticed in contrary to the EPP foam A. From these ex-
perimental results, it could be noticed that EPP foam A is more
sensitive to strain rate and EPP foam B presents a greater strength.
It is known that smaller cell sizes are less prone to buckling
which results in a higher collapse stress level and larger and thicker
cell wall sizes are more susceptible to the micro-inertia effect.
Fig. 18. Collapse stress as a function of the strain rate for different foam densities.
Fig. 19. Plateau stress modulus as a function of the strain rate for different foam
densities.
Fig. 20. Stress–strain curves for two different EPP foam microstructures.
Micro-inertia effects are greater in the case of dynamic loadings but
also when the foam density increases and their cell edges thicken.
Tests carried out on specimens of 150 kgm3 in Fig. 19 also reveal
this phenomenon by showing that the strain rate sensitivity is not
saturated within the observed strain rate range, contrary to other
foam densities thanks to micro-inertia effects.
SEM analysis was carried out on a 90 kgm3 specimen in order
to focus on the deformation mechanism generated after dynamic
loadings. An accurate examination of the expanded morphology
(closed-cells and fused beads) of the undeformed specimen was
possible thanks to 27 SEM pictures at a 80 magnification. Fig. 22a
shows a 19.610.1 mm2 observation area in which the expansion
process has induced non-uniform cell distribution, leaving smaller
cells close to the bead boundaries (black lines). This explains the
great dispersion cell surface measurement of Fig. 4. Fig. 22b shows
the same specimen after a dynamic loading with the viscoelastic
SHPB. A global strain of 50% was imposed and a global residual
strain of 12% was measured. It does not allow us to conclude that
the global elastic recovery is 38% since the deformation is not ho-
mogeneous. The elasto-plastic deformation is restricted to some
meso volumes, which represent more or less 50% of the global
volume.
It could be observed that different zones of the specimen area
are totally undeformed as in the white dotted-line circles on the
two pictures whereas other specimen areas are totally crushed like
the cells in the solid-line circles. One can also say that some of the
bead walls (black lines) in the loading direction are totally buckled
such as the area delimited by the white dotted-line rectangles. One
can note that cell deformation is mainly linked to the behaviour of
the bead walls. In Fig. 22b the pale zones correspond to the un-
deformed area of the foam and highlight that foam deformation is
not uniform and appears bead by bead.
The same SEM analysis on the EPP foam B has been made. In
order to visualise the cell deformation more than 80 SEM pictures
have been necessary to represent the specimen area of
15.2 7.5 mm2 at a magnification of 256. Fig. 23 shows that high
cell size dispersion (revealed by the SEM investigation in paragraph
2.1) is randomly dispersed in the specimen. Similar damage phe-
nomena as for the EPP foam A could be observed: some specimen
areas are undeformed such as the one delimited by the white
dotted-line circle in contrast to other regions where cells are totally
crushed (solid-line circle). Bead walls which are perpendicular to
the load direction also contribute to the foam deformation and
buckle as in the white rectangle. In Fig. 23b the pale zone defines
the undeformed foam area which appears in bands whatever the
bead wall geometries are.
Fig. 21. SEM micrographs of the EPP foam B microstructure, r¼ 90 kgm3.
Fig. 22. SEM micrograph of EPP foam A, 80 magnification: (a) undeformed specimen
(bead walls in black lines), and (b) after 50% of dynamic compression with the SHPB.
Fig. 23. SEM micrograph of EPP foam B, 256 magnification: (a) undeformed speci-
men, and (b) after 50% of dynamic compression with the SHPB.
Unfortunately, as these foam materials are of industrial origin,
only global manufacturing process is known as details of these
processes are under a patent. However, the origin of these different
microstructures is certainly a result of the base material (i.e. poly-
mer tacticity, charges, etc.) and foaming technology.
3.4. Effect of the entrapped gas in closed-cells
To assess the contribution of the gas within closed cells and to
highlight the dynamical hardening phenomenon, compression
tests have been performed in water. Compression tests with the
SHPB apparatus required the use of a specific water tank presented
in Fig. 24, while simple containers filled with water were used for
quasi-static and flywheel tests. The following results only show
pictures from the tests performed on the EPP foam B but the two
microstructure foams (A and B) have been investigated and the
same conclusions could be drawn.
Pictures of the gas flow during quasi-static tests (4¼ 0.01 s1)
are presented in Fig. 25 showing height stages of the foam de-
formation until 50% of strain (from e¼ 0 to e¼ 0.5). These pictures
clearly show that gas bubbles squeeze out of the foam right at the
beginning of the compression. From the first four pictures, until 10%
of strain, the gas bubbles randomly appear on the foam face and
grow slowly. It could be noticed that no gas bubbles are visible on
the left side of the foam before the compression starts (e¼ 0). The
black dotted-line circle line shows the variation of two bubbles
until e¼ 0.3 where the gas escapes during the whole deformation
process and is carried out in a slow and progressiveway. Then these
gas bubbles become too large and leave the foam (e¼ 0.4 and
e¼ 0.5). From these observations it is obvious that the contribution
of the gas to the compressive stiffness of the foam depends on the
deformation rate.
Concerning intermediate strain rate compression at 200 s1,
careful records of the test using a high speed camera FASTCAM-APX
RS 250k at 3000 pps with a resolution of 10241024 pixels make it
possible to represent the same height stages of specimen de-
formation shown in Fig. 26.
From these pictures, one can say that gas bubbles are smaller
and do not appear on the first four pictures until e¼ 0.1. Then
between 10 and 20% of strain (Fig. 26, e¼ 0.2) some small gas
bubbles appear in the rectangle area delimited by the white dotted
lines. Fig. 26, e¼ 0.3 this area grows through the specimen where
the strain localization is the highest. Then, in Fig. 26, e¼ 0.4 and
e¼ 0.5 the gas bubbles seem to have reached all the foam face
except a small area delimited by the white dash lines where the
foam doesn’t appear to be deformed. It could be noticed that
entrapped gas remains for higher strains than during quasi-static
tests; therefore it could be considered that gas pressure in closed-
cells increases significantly and affects the macroscopic foam
behaviour.
Pictures of the dynamic test at high strain rate (4¼ 1500 s1)
recorded at 50,000 pps with a resolution of 256128 pixels, show
that the first gas bubbles appear at 20% of strain (Fig. 27, e¼ 0.2).
This gas leakage is very localised in a band were the beads are to-
tally crushed (nearly dense), the foam deformation progresses and
gas bubbles are still visible in Fig. 27, e¼ 0.3. Then the foam de-
formation becomes more homogeneous in the specimen (Fig. 27,
e¼ 0.4). Due to the high strain rate gas bubbles cannot escape from
the foam as they don’t have enough time. The gas largely contrib-
utes to the dynamic hardening foam behaviour as the gas remains
for larger deformations than during intermediate tests. In Fig. 27,
e¼ 0.5 the strain field in the white dotted-line rectangle becomes
Fig. 24. SHPB compression tests in fluid chamber.
Fig. 25. Gas flow during quasi-static compression of EPP foam in water, _3 ¼ 0:01 s1.
so large that the gas must escape. From these observations it could
be noticed that gas escapes in a non-continuous way in contrast to
quasi-static tests but with a delay such as during the flywheel tests.
Nevertheless this gas flow is not uniform and seems to be highly
linked to the foam strain localization. Moreover we have to keep in
mind that the observed phenomena are dependant on the speci-
men size: the larger the foam volume, the less gas escapes by
squeezing. This remark implies that the accurate understanding of
the gas contribution should be made by means of a microfluidic
model and hence on the basis of tests at different scales and dif-
ferent speeds. Obviously, this would lead to experimental difficul-
ties, as regards the SHPB assumptions and the possible facilities: on
the one hand the coupling between the buckling of the walls and
the confinement by pressure on the other hand.
From these experimental compression tests performed in water
it can be concluded that gas bubbles do not appear for the same
strain level but depend also on the strain rate. This delayed ap-
pearance of gas bubbles during compression highlights the de-
pendence of the foam mean strain rate by contributing to the
increase of the plateau stress modulus.
4. Conclusion
Compression tests have been performed on expanded poly-
propylene foams, and these tests on such compliant materials have
highlighted the density effect on the foam behaviour. The foam
strength increases according to the density, the higher the density:
the thicker the bead and cell walls. This is a consequence of the
increase of the bulk material in the foam.
The use of suitable specific devices such as a flywheel and
a viscoelastic Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar makes it possible to
highlight the foam sensitivity on a large range of loading velocities
and at high strain rates. The strain rate hardening phenomenon is
found to be more pronounced for higher density foams. The higher
density foam is very sensitive above intermediate strain rates
(200 s1) whereas this phenomenon is less significant in this range
of strain rates for the lower density foams. This phenomenon is
correlated to the micro-inertia effects which are more pronounced
on thicker (i.e. heavier) cell walls during the dynamic buckling of
the foam cells. This hardening phenomenon is strongly marked by
the effects of the entrapped gas in the closed cells. Compression
Fig. 26. Gas flow during intermediate strain rate compression of EPP foam in water, _3 ¼ 200 s1.
Fig. 27. Gas flow during SHPB test on an EPP foam in water, _3 ¼ 1500 s1.
tests performed in a fluid chamber at quasi-static loadings have
revealed that gas flow appears as soon as the foam is compressed.
During dynamic tests, however, the gas doesn’t have enough time
to escape from the foam until the cell is totally crushed (dense), and
thus is responsible for a large increase in the cell pressure as the
volume rapidly decreases.
The foam microstructure has also been investigated by means
of two microstructurally different expanded polypropylene
foams of equal density. Quasi-static compressive strength of
smaller cell sizes (shorter and thinner cell walls) are better than
larger ones as they are less sensitive to bending and buckling, but
they are less influenced by the strain rate. However, larger cells
(longer and thicker cell walls) are more prone to bend or buckle
during quasi-static loadings but are stronger under dynamic
loadings as the micro-inertia effect makes them more difficult to
bend or buckle.
Appendix.
Theoretical one-dimensional wave propagation
Let us consider a viscoelastic bar of cross section area A and
density r axially impacted. The normal stress s(x,t) and the longi-
tudinal strain 3(x,t) are related to the axial displacement u(x,t) at
a cross section x and at the time t by:
vsðx; tÞ
vx
¼ r v
2
vt2
uðx; tÞ and 3ðx; tÞ ¼ vuðx; tÞ
vx
(4)
From this Eq. (4), it is more convenient to write this relation in
the Fourier domain with u the angular frequency:
v2
vx2
~sðx;uÞ ¼ ru2~3ðx;uÞ (5)
where ~sðx;uÞ and ~3ðx;uÞ denote the Fourier transform of the stress
and strain, respectively. So the linear viscoelastic behaviour of the
bar material is:
~sðx;uÞ ¼ E*ðuÞ~3ðx;uÞ (6)
where E*(u)is the complex Young’s modulus of the material. So,
a propagation coefficient g(u) can be defined as follows:
g2ðuÞ ¼  ru
2
E*ðuÞ (7)
This coefficient propagation g(u) is thus connected to the at-
tenuation coefficient (or damping coefficient) a(u) and to the phase
velocity c(u) by:
gðuÞ ¼ aðuÞ þ i u
cðuÞ (8)
The expression of the one-dimensional equation of axial motion
of a viscoelastic bar with Eqs. (4)–(6) becomes:
v2
vx2
 g2ðuÞ
!
~3ðx;uÞ ¼ 0 (9)
The general solution of this Eq. (9) is:
~3ðx;uÞ ¼ ~PðuÞegx þ ~NðuÞeþgx (10)
where ~PðuÞ and ~NðuÞ are the Fourier transforms of the strain at
x¼ 0 due to the stress incident and reflected waves propagating in
the bar.
Then, from this Eq. (10) solution, the axial particle velocity
~vðx;uÞ and the normal force ~Fðx;uÞ at the cross section x are:
"
~Fðx;uÞ
~yðx;uÞ
#
¼
"Aru2
g2
 egx Aru
2
g2
 eþgx
iug  egx iug  eþgx
# "
~PðuÞ
~NðuÞ
#
(11)
Determination of the propagation coefficient: principle
Now, let us consider a finite bar with length L impacted on one of
its free faces (Fig. 28). It is possible to measure the longitudinal
strain 31(t) separately due to the incident stress wave and 32(t) due
to the stress wave reflected at the free non-impacted end of the bar,
at a cross section x.
Since the non-impacted end of the bar is free, the normal force is
zero, then Eq. (11) leads to:
~Pegd þ ~Negd ¼ 0 (12)
with d the length between the signal measurement and the free
non-impacted face. The solution of this transfer function gives the
experimental propagation coefficient:
e2gd ¼ ~32ðuÞ
~31ðuÞ
(13)
with r(u) the modulus and q(u) the phase of this transfer function;
experimental attenuation coefficient and wave number (k(u)¼u/
c(u)) are:
aðuÞ ¼ ln rðuÞ
2d
kðuÞ ¼ qðuÞ
2d
(14)
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